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PAST EVENTS
Saturday Nov 2nd – H&H Classic Motor Cycle Auction
- National Motor Cycle Museum
If you were wielding the gavel, this must have been
serious hard work. Your sympathies are not meant to
lie with the “big bad” auction houses and their top
heavy commissions, but it was difficult not to feel just
a little bit sorry for H&H. They are a good company
with a long history in this business and are well known
for achieving high sales rates, but seeing lot after lot
fail to meet its reserve - and often by a wide margin
- you had to feel sorry for the hard working auction
house staff. We might also extend our sympathies to
the vendors, who had played their part in producing
a good solid catalogue for this sale, but perhaps
they must shoulder some of the blame for agreeing
to (or insisting on?) over-ambitious reserves for
ordinary examples of ordinary bikes.
HAS THE BUBBLE BURST?
“Back-office” staff were kept busy trying to
reconcile vendor’s expectations with buyer’s best
offers (and occasionally, the auction house
commission). This has always been one of H&H’s
strong suits and we could see many more “sold” lots
when the results were finally published. Even after all
this hard work, sale rate was just 69%. Following the
rather flat results from Bonham’s Stafford auction we
posed the question, “Has the bubble burst?” and on
this evidence it rather looks as if it has.
HIGHS AND LOWS
The fine looking 1925 NUT we covered in issue 40
roared past its upper estimate to make £28,350, but
the ’68 Velocette Thruxton didn’t sell – perhaps the
£23k reserve (see above) was the culprit here,
because the bike looked superb and, right at the

end of the sale, a tidy ‘70 Velocette Venom made
£9,675 some £2,600 above top estimate.
The step-thru Hondas we highlighted in November’s
newsletter made between £550 and £850. Of the 3
early ‘70s bikes we featured, the good looking green
Commando failed to meet its reserve on the block,
but a post-sale deal was struck at £7,875. The ‘72
Suzuki GT750J made £10,350 – again post sale, but
the Ducati 450 SCR stayed with the vendor.
Top price in the auction - £83,250 – was stumped up
for this well restored and apparently very correct,
1951 Series “C” Vincent Black Shadow.

If you’d always wanted a “Vee” twin Vincent, but
thought them beyond your reach, you could have
taken this 1950 Vincent Comet Series C 1000cc
home for a mere £23,000. It doesn’t sound much if
you say it quickly.

Not for the purist of course, but who’s going to know

it’s not the real thing; and does it matter anyway?
It’s got 2 cylinders and “Vincent” on the tank –
what’s not to like?
A 1976 125cc Vespa, once owned by “Where Eagles
Dare” producer Elliot Kastner and allegedly ridden
by Marlon Brando was keenly fought over, finally
selling for £2,700. Not exactly “The Wild bunch”!

Proof – if it were ever needed – that love is blind, can
be the only reason, this low mileage (and very tidy)
‘79 Silk 700S MK2 attracted a buyer with £15,187.50
to spend. Perhaps the bubble hasn’t burst after all!

All above prices include buyers premium (and it’s
attendant VAT). For full results, just visit the H&H
website.

Sunday 17th November – Tenbury to the Bell at
Pensax.
A good turnout, enlivened by North Birmingham and
Worcestershire members and it seems like a good
time was had by all. Lots of greasy lanes as well as
some faster open roads. We even managed to
avoid any deep water - well those of us who
followed the route avoided it!!
Highlight of the day was a chance meeting with the
legendary trials rider Dave Thorpe, former Ossa,
Bultaco and CCM works rider, 6 times winner of the
pre-’65 Scottish 2 day Trial and winner of the first ever
World Championship Trial in 1975.

I hope Mike Rapley doesn't mind us "borrowing" his
superb picture of DT in action.

As a developer of modern day Trials Tiger Cubs,
Dave took great interest in Bill Dank’s 1959 Trials Cub.

Thursday November 21st - SECTION AGM - The
Moon, Mordiford
A chance for members to ‘chip’ in?
Tempted by the prospect of subsidised fish and
chips at £2.50 a head, twenty people turned up on
a cold night on 21st November to attend the 5th
AGM of the Herefordshire Section There were only
two apologies - and the first item was to mark the
sad passing of Robin James of Leominster, known to
many in the vintage and classic world and a
founder of the revived Section five years ago.
(Obituary page 8) The aim of the meeting was to
review both what had gone well and not so well
over the previous twelve months and to ‘chew the
fat’ about plans for the coming year.
VMCC Board and HQ
This included an update on the performance of the
VMCC Board at national level, which had faltered
after Geoff McGladdery and two other directors felt
they had to resign, and where more expertise was
now being sought. Everyone agreed that Geoff’s
monthly Newsletter was the organisational
backbone of the Section, although he pointed out
that it was the members’ newsletter and everyone
needed to contribute.
Facebook and Website
The Section’s Facebook page was proving popular
with over 1000 hits for some recent items - but
progress had been slow establishing a Section
website due to difficulties with the VMCC template.
A volunteer and/or sponsorship was badly needed
to move this on. Volunteers were also needed to
help organise evening runs around club nights at the
Moon and other fun activities to draw people in.
The Charging Bullett
Everyone agreed that the February speaker at the
Conquest Theatre, Helen Lloyd, had been a
success. Next year’s speaker on 26th February would
be Fred Spaven who would introduce the first
showing of a professional film made of his Land’s
End to John O’ Groats journey on his electric
conversion Royal Enfield Bullet. It could be turned
into a lively debate about the merits of Ebikes (like
or loathe them!).

Calendar for 2020
There was general agreement that the 2019
programme of Club runs had been a success,
although with varying turnouts. The 2020
programme (copies of which were circulated)
would include tried and tested routes but there was
also a need to keep on refreshing the options.
Members needed to come forward and to offer to
devise and lead new runs. All that was needed were
some notes and Geoff (and his wife, Maggie) could
turn them into a route card to go out on mailshots
and Facebook. Two additional ideas for 2020
already in the calendar were a trail ride (on nondamaging green lanes easily navigable on trials
tyres), and a series of breakfast ‘ride ins’, where
members agreed to “ride-in” to a café for breakfast
and then agree informally on where to go
afterwards. Preparations were in hand to re-run the
‘Three Wheels on my Wagon’ event, and to look
again at the ‘Café Racer Ride’ which had not been
as well supported as hoped.
Herefordshire on the Edge
HOTE 2019 had been another success (and £100
had already been received in entries for 2020).
Geoff thanked Dave and Surrey Brand for their hard
work in making the 2019 ‘bike night’ event such a
success. (The best yet.) Over £200 had been raised
for St Michael’s. The formula for 2020 would remain
the same with a barbecue, a concours and simple
prizes.
Finance and the future
The Section’s financial statement showed a healthy
balance of some £1300. Expenditures had been
modest, including on equipment for HOTE.
What went well and not so well
It was agreed that the things that had gone well
were - the runs; Helen Lloyd’s talk; the Newsletter;
the bike night; HOTE.
Things that need finishing or improving? More
members were needed on runs; the website
development work needs finishing. It was suggested
that the section should trial a more formal ‘drop off’
system for runs and also arrange visits to museums or

places of interest (members to suggest and
organise).
A bigger umbrella?
The idea of changing the section name to the
Herefordshire and Mid-Wales Section was discussed.
This would be to reflect the current reality that many
section regulars are Mid-Wales residents and there is
no Mid-Wales section at the moment. Mid Wales
residents present at the meeting were supportive of
the principle. It was agreed that a minute would be
included to the effect that should VMCC members
wish to form a “Mid-Wales Section” in the future, that
the Herefordshire section would revert to the title
“Herefordshire Section”. This idea will be followed up
and more Mid-Wales members will be consulted.
Committee and helpers
As there were no applicants for the roles, Geoff
McGladdery, Roger Bibbings and Dave Brand
agreed to remain as the Committee with others
joining in on a ‘job and finish’ basis.
The date of the next AGM is 19th November 2020
back at the Moon.
Roger Bibbings, Section Secretary, 27th November
2019
Saturday Nov 23rd – H.J. Pugh - Auction of classic
bikes, spares, projects and memorabilia - Ledbury,
This well attended auction was the place to be if you
wanted to buy a low mileage modern bike at a
knock-down price. £1,650 would have bought you
this Honda VTR1000F Firestorm motorcycle. Just
14,000 miles on the clock, MOT’d with a V5 and

ridden to Ledbury – this 150 mph crotch rocket was
a lot of bike for little money.
Comfortably VMCC eligible, this unlovely1984 CX
Honda went to a new home for a lowly £650.

It was only just over double the £320 paid for this very
lovely, but very incomplete 50cc New Hudson
Autocycle. It promises a frustrating future trying to
find the missing parts, before you can “put - put” into
the sunset. “Whatever turns you on”!

I remain completely baffled as to why, the US built,
UK registered “Indian” Velocette was driven up to
what would have been the top price of the day - an
astonishing £17,000, yet still didn’t sell. The paint job,
described in the catalogue as “stunning”, just
looked tacky, the front mudguard fitted like a shirt
on a pig and the clash of American styling and British

tradition was painful to behold…….apart from that I
thought it was great.

If lot 677, the tidy 1970, Fastback Norton Commando
wasn’t the bargain of the day at £6,600 then it was
this beautifully presented 1957 500cc Ariel Red
Hunter VH. A steal at £3,700.

downturn likely to last, or will the “old bike” market
become buoyant again after the election and the
Christmas break? It’s not our place to offer
investment advice, but I would suggest everyone
takes this nonsensical eBay exhortation with a very
large pinch of salt
“INVESTMENT MOTOR CYCLES - REMEMBER GUYS
NOW THE KIDS HAVE LEFT AND YOU HAVE A FEW
SPARE QUIDS IN THE FRUIT BOWL! YOU CAN FORGET
YOUR ISA, BOND, OR WHATEVER YOU WANT TO CALL
THEM? INVEST IN A CLASSIC BIKE! THESE ARE NOW
HOLDING AND GAINING IN VALUE EVERY DAY
UNLIKE YOUR FUNDS IN THE BANK AND YOU GET TO
TINKER AWAY WITH IT JUST LIKE YOU DID BACK IN THE
GOOD OLD DAYS WHEN YOU HAD ££ NOWT!
CLASSIC BIKES ARE A PROPER INVESTMENT THEY DO
NOT LOSE MONEY ONLY GAIN IN VALUE.”
Remember the old adage, “If it seems too good to
be true then it probably is!
Anyway…………………………....back at the auction,
The handsome 1939 AJS 350 cc Silver Streak,
allegedly with “Factory” tuning parts and the 1936
BSA twin port 500 cc Blue Star model, sold for £8,236
and £10,524 respectively. Hard to say why the BSA
performed so much better, but, in the flesh, the Silver
Streak did look a bit “over-chromed” for my taste.

All the above prices are “Hammer” and buyer’s
premium (with its accompanying VAT), needs to be
added. You can see the full results on HJ Pugh’s
website http://www.hjpugh.com/results2019.html
Thursday Nov 28th – Auction of Classic & Vintage
Motor Cycles. Brightwells, Leominster.
A well-attended auction and an excellent
catalogue offering something for everyone, but as
with other recent auctions, prices were generally flat
with a number of lots failing to get even close to their
reserves. Clearly all markets are cyclical and this is
not a good time for discretionary spend. The
uncertainty over our political future has had a
widespread impact and has affected areas of
discretionary spend across the board. Is this

The Bushman Bantam, as predicted, comfortably
exceeded its reserve and found a new owner for
£3,546, but the rare and beautiful 1955 175cc FB
Mondiale TV OHC, remained with the vendor. It was

one of a clutch of quality machines to remain
unsold. Both the Square 4 Ariels didn’t meet their
seemingly modest reserves. Does this reflect the
continuing decline in interest in these once
prestigious machines? Two of the better 2-strokes, on
view, a Maico GS250 from 1959 (below) and a very
likeable ’54 DOT model R, also failed to sell.

It wasn’t all doom and gloom, The 1927 Sunbeam
9/90 “Special” from the collection of the late
Richard Morris, made more than double its estimate
at a spectacular £29,744!

Top price of the day - £32,604, was paid for the
collection of parts (featured in issue 40) which may,
or may not, have been enough to make an
admittedly rare,1934 Vincent HRD Python Sports.
Bargain of the day – if you like that sort of thing – was
probably this well executed “take no prisoners” 1955
BSA A10 based café racer. Yours for just £3,489.

to all starters along with a Mince Pie – WHAT IS THERE
NOT TO LIKE ABOUT THAT!!

The fascinating story of Fred Spaven’s groundbreaking electric Royal Enfield from the initial design
concept through to its first journey from Land’s End
to John O’Groats. Fred and the bike will be in
attendance and there will be a question and
answer session after the film. Tickets are just £5 and
will be available on line in the New Year.

All the above prices include commission and its
attendant VAT. For the full results, go to Brightwell’s
website.
https://www.brightwells.com/classic-motoring/

FUTURE EVENTS FOR YOUR DIARY
Saturday December 7th – The Southern off-Road and
Racing Show – Kempton Park Racecourse TW16 5AQ
The show element isn’t massive but there are always
rare and interesting machines on display. The main
event is an Autojumble, which covers the usual
range of old bikes, but definitely has an “off-road”
bias. Kempton Park Autojumbles are right up there
with the biggest and the best. A long trip, but usually
worth the effort.
Thursday December 26th Boxing Day. 11:00 a.m. The
4th running of our popular Brass Monkey ride. Starts
and finishes at The Moon at Mordiford, HR1 4LW.
Last ride of the year – a chance wear your Christmas
jumper and to blow away the cobwebs on this short
1 hour ride – All shapes, sizes and ages of rider and
machine welcome. This free sticker will be presented

Thursday Jan 16th - 7.00 pm at the Moon, Mordiford
HR1 4LW - SECTION AGM
Club night - a chance to chat to friends and meet
like-minded people.
Sunday Jan 26th Castles ride – Meet at the Market
Square, Bromyard, HR7 4BP at 09:30 for a 10:00 start.
Roger Bibbings has plotted a 60 mile route to visit or
pass-by as many castles as he can find in this first ride
of the year. We will definitely be stopping for coffee
at the Watering Hole cafe near Aymestry on the
A4110 - HR6 9SR, en route to the finish at Bromyard.
Wednesday Feb 26th The World Premiere of Finn
Varney’s film, THE CHARGING BULLET – The Conquest
Theatre, Tenbury Rd, Bromyard, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday Feb 8th – H.J. Pugh - Auction of Vintage &
Classic bikes, spares, projects, literature and
petroliana - Hazle Meadows Auction Centre,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2LP.
A great chance to clear out your garage and make
a bit of cash. Closing date for entries is Jan 23rd

Sunday May 31st 2020 – The Banbury Run

A change of date from its traditional Father’s Day
slot. Entry forms for the 2020 Banbury Run will be
available from the 6th January 2020. For full details
visit www.banbuy-run.co.uk .Charges for the event
have also been reduced to £39, (Veterans £35.)

KERALA CALLING - INDIA REVISITED (part 1)
Paul and Vanessa Myers enjoyed their trip to India in
2006, so much, they returned in 2011. We are
grateful to Vanessa for their story
We booked our trip to Kerala in India last summer
before I broke my collarbone, however I was still
receiving physiotherapy for my injuries and was
awaiting the results of an X-ray to see if all had
healed correctly…..anyway I felt that I had
recovered enough for the tour.
So it was with a little trepidation that we left for
Gatwick airport, after work one evening in late
January.It was cold, very cold… and there had
already been quite a lot of snow disruption even in
the ‘nesh’ south.
I had found a great offer on the internet which
combined a night in a hotel with parking for the
length of our holiday, the combined cost was about
the same price as for 16 nights car parking, so
essentially we got a night in a hotel for free. It turned
out to be one of the best hotels we’ve stayed in
recently (and we’ve experienced a few!) and was
the perfect start to our holiday. The hotel was part of

the airport at the terminal we were due to leave
from the following morning.
Traveling light
This time we had decided that we didn’t need to
pack all the unnecessary rubbish that we carted all
round India last time – and just took a couple of tshirts and a pair of shorts as well as the motorbike
gear of course Boots/Padded Jackets/Kevlar
Trousers/Helmets etc.
There’s money in oil!
We caught the flight to Dubai where we were due
to change to a direct flight to Kochi in India. I’d
heartily recommend a scheduled flight like this
rather than the cattle-truck charter flight that we
used on our last trip to India, comfortable with
reasonable seat and leg room and good food too.
We transferred like clockwork in Dubai, although we
had to trek from one end of Dubai airport to the
other, even though it was the middle of the night, at
least we got to see the opulence of UAE -there must
be a lot of money in oil!
Blazing Trails
At the gate we met up with another Blazing Trails
customer, it was Wayne’s first trip with them and I got
the impression he had previously only ventured as
far as Benidorm, but now he was wife/girlfriend free
he was getting to do all the things he’d missed out
on! First the motorbike and now India… ‘the world
was his lobster’ as DelBoy put it!
As we boarded the next flight there were clearly a
few more helmet bags being carried on as hand
luggage and by the time we got to Kochi airport
four and a half hours later it was clear we’d chosen
the same flight as a couple of other parties.
No more “Wallahs”
There aren’t many things that I can thank the
terrorists for but clearing Indian airports of the
dreadful hullabaloo when we landed is one of
them!(In fact I can’t think of ANY others) The
ubiquitous ‘can I carry your bags sir?’-wallahs have
disappeared. Now the only people allowed in the
airports are passengers and airline staff, so we
collected our bags and left the airport buildings. The
first thing I noticed as we left the building is that

someone had opened the door of the oven!.... I
hadn’t realized how efficient the air conditioning
had been inside.
AirCon!
We were collected in an air-conditioned mini-bus at
the airport by one of the ‘Blazing Trails’ staff and
transported to our hotel in Fort Cochin where we
met up with most of the rest of the tour party. The
hotel was in a quiet part of the town, with rooms
arranged around a courtyard which was full of
perfectly lined up 350 Enfield Bullets. These had
been trucked down from their base in Goa by
Blazing Trails staff a couple of days before we
arrived.
We checked into our room in the hotel which was
thankfully air-conditioned and so we relaxed for the
afternoon and evening as the rest of our group
arrived and we recovered from lack of a full nights
sleep.

Once the group assembled, we were a mixture of
single guys, brothers, married couples, father and
son combinations and Jill who was on her own and
had done a few of these trips before. There were
only two pillions on the trip and I didn’t envy them,
fancy going all that way to have your view of India
spoiled by a helmet 2 inches in front of your nose!
The majority had done at least one trip with the
company before and three of the guys were
meeting up again for their third Kerala trip! – this time
they’d brought along a sister and brother-in-law.

The staff had changed a little since our last trip, a
new medic - Steve who happened to be from
Burnage and the outrider was Dan Walsh, a name
you may know as he’s a local lad from Manchester
and a freelance motorcycle journalist who used to
write for ‘Bike’.
Suzie Lumsden - the owner of the company was to
lead the trip, with her ‘new’ husband, Damon
l’Anson… another name a few will recognize as a
motorcycle journalist too!

However the Head mechanic was still Jamal, the
same guy who’d led the ‘ambulance’ to the
hospital with me on board on my last trip and had

patched up my bike afterwards. We had a new vandriver Siraj and had an additional mechanic, Ramji,
as there were 23 or so Enfield Bullets in use this time.
Next morning after a leisurely breakfast - eggs or
dahl curry, the usual choice, all the keys to the
motorbikes were put on the table for us to choose
from. They all had different ‘fobs’ lions, tigers,
scarabs, t-rex’s, lizards etc. however Jamal took me
aside and gave me a key separately… ‘this is the
key to your bike, madam’ – he gave me the key to
exactly the same bike as I’d trashed last time! (Well
the number plate was the same anyway…
goodness knows how many bits he’d replaced since
then) but what a memory!
Impossible to get lost
So having loaded our luggage onto the truck, we
slid our motorbike gear on - the sun was already
burning through our mesh jackets. Most people had
no trouble with the bikes as they had ridden an
Enfield before, but some were a little rusty, needing
to kick the bikes a few times before they ‘picked-up’
with
their
slow
chug-chug-chugger-chug.
Nevertheless it took no time at all before we settled
into riding the bikes. We were soon in the Indian
traffic, joining in the melee, with Dan and Damon
shepherding us at junctions, then catching us up
quickly and overtaking to get back to the front.
Jamal was always on the last bike as ‘sweeper’ with
Ramji as his pillion and they were closely followed by
Siraj with our luggage, so it was difficult, if not
impossible to get lost.
Who needs an electric start?
I hadn’t realized exactly why Ramji was Jamal’s
pillion until I stalled my Enfield at a major junction.
Within 2 seconds he was at my side offering to kickstart the bike. ‘Just put your right foot on the leg
guard, madam’ (i.e. out of the way). He got it going
again first kick (I simply hadn’t got the knack!) and I
was off again.
All the Indian guys with us were from much further
north in India and had no more idea what was being
said in Malayalam (the language used in Kerala)
than us. Fortunately the most common language in
used in India is English, as there are so many different

languages there; they speak to each other in
English. Anyone ‘educated’ uses English pretty
much as their first language, in fact their command
of the English language is far better than the
average
Sun
reading
Anglo-Saxon!

After a stop for lunch still in the heat of the day, we
started to climb into the hills and by the time we
arrived at our hotel in the late afternoon it was
decidedly cooler.
After our first day on the bikes I think we were all glad
that we arrived safe and sound, we put the bikes on
their stands as we stopped and dragged ourselves
off to get showered and a drink, once we’d got our
luggage.
Shabby Chic
We had arrived in Munnar in the Western Ghats at
something that reminded me of some of the older
hotels we had stayed at in the ski resorts in the
Pyrenees. Shabby-chic I think they call it!
By the time we got back downstairs for a beer the
Enfields were miraculously all lined up and neat
again! Suzie and Damon had organized a meal to
be provided in the hotel for us for that evening, meal
costs weren’t included in the price of the holiday,
but were minimal – less that £2.00 per head on
average. We were free to go where we wanted to
eat but apart from one evening when a small group
went out to celebrate a birthday we generally ate
together.
Part 2 will follow in the next issue

ROBIN JAMES 1931 - 2019
It is with great sadness that we have to report that
Robin James, a founding member of the re-formed
Herefordshire Section, passed away after a long
illness. The funeral is on December 4th at 11.15am at
Hereford Crematorium. Family flowers only but
donations can be made to the Alzheimer's Society
on the day of the funeral, or via the Funeral Director
R W Mann of Leominster. We are indebted to his
lifelong friend, Jeff Bishop, for this obitury. Our
thoughts go out to Robin’s wife Yve, daughter Sarah,
son Bill and their respective families.

My good friend Robin James passed away on
17th November 2019 after a long illness and just a
few days short of his 80th birthday.
His name will be familiar to many as the founder of
‘Robin James Engineering Services’. I first met Robin
in 1972 on my way to work at Hillingdon, he was
riding a 350 AJS and I was on my Triumph T110, a
cheery wave and I was on my way down the dual
carriageway. Much to my surprise Robin on his AJS

roared past me as we encountered the traffic going
into Uxbridge. This sequence happened morning
after morning and provided me with much
amusement. On my way home a month or two later
I was surprised when a guy on a BSA super rocket
pulled alongside and waved me into the next layby,
you have guessed it, Robin had a new bike. We
talked for a while and as he was lodging in
Chesham were I lived, I invited him round for a cup
of tea. I was quite surprised when he told me he
worked as a driving test examiner for the
Department of Transport, lived in Chesham during
the week and returned home to Leominster at the
weekends.
We spent the next couple of years going to the
Chiltern section meetings of the VMCC, which I
eventually joined. It was after this period that Robin
started his restoration business which became very
successful for him.
Although Robin liked all types of motorcycle his real
passion was for off road riding, he was a very
successful scrambles/moto cross rider and also
competed in the 1983 ISDT and many Welsh two day
trials. I went with Robin to pre-65 moto cross
meetings held at Beauville en Caux here in France.
The organisers of the meeting at Beauville had the
riders parading around the town on the Saturday
before the race. Robin in typically unselfish manner
said ‘go on boy you might as well do that’ so I rode
his nicely prepared and highly modified BSA
Catalina scrambler around the town….WOW what
an honour.
One adventure I remember was a visit to a rally in
East Berlin, just after the wall came down, Robin on
his vintage AJS, Mike Vangucci on his Rudge and
me on a little two stroke. Both Robin and Mike were
on the oldest bikes and won awards which were
small pieces of the Berlin wall.
The other passion Robin had was for anything
aeronautical, on many visits to Leominster we would
go to the local gliding club and after getting his
license we would spend the day together up in the
sky. Robin achieved a Silver award for gliding and
then tried something different; he went for his

private pilot’s license and when he achieved this,
used the flying club’s aircraft for flights around the
area. A new goal was required by Robin and he
went on to purchase a vintage aircraft a Rollison
Condor of 60s vintage. We did many hours of flying
in this aircraft but the highlight must have been a flyin to Le Touquet in France. On my wifes 60th birthday
Robin came to Turweston aerodrome near Brackley
and took her for a flight to the Duxford aircraft
museum which she really enjoyed.
The last time we saw Robin was in September at the
residential care home where he was staying,
although I think he recognised me, it was only when
I showed him this picture I had taken of him and his
outfit at Founders Day back in 2015 that a smile
showed on his face. I am sure he will be up there
somewhere roaring around on a scrambler “Keep
the old bike wide open mate”. – Jeff Bishop

Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire
section. Feel free to post to it.

